When at our best we but fill our alloted space as a special mission. It might be said that each of us in our professional sphere is a bottle on the shelf of time on which is placed a special label, for a particular position, and by it we steadily and regularly, even though sometimes struggling against it ourselves, or though struggled against by others, either fall or stand in our appropriate places. Men of real merit will, if they persevere, at last reach the station to which they are entitled, and pretenders, intruders and quacks will be ejected with contempt and derision. 1 feel that it is no small evil that the avenues to professional fame should be blocked up by a swarm of noisy, pushing, elbowing set of pretenders with no other accomplishments than cheek and a mania for outdoor advertising, and who cannot make good their entrance, but sadly hinder in the meantime those who have a right to enter. Those who have pride
A successful life has its moments of strength and bloom, its bright moments of inspiration, in which the human artist, the painter of human life, seizes on Be a man, mind your own business and you will forge ahead and then your attention will be less attracted by the side-shows that often perform in your town, and gradually competition will be less?your field will be clear, your position and reputation well established and your success assured.? Texas Dental Journal.
